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Abstract

Beginning with the assumption that there are at least some physical artworks, this thesis is

an attempt to answer the quesfion: how much physical change can an artlvork undergo and

still be that same artwork? Using both real examples from the art world and classic

examples from metaphysics, a diachronic identity criterion (or persistence condition) for

artworks is provided. This Artwork Identity Criterion (AIC) consists of two main parts.

The {irst part addresses the importance of sameness oforiginal materials. The second part

addresses the importance of sameness of meaning and formal content. A number of

problems for the AIC (such as those produced by the transitìvity ofidentity and vagueness)

are presented and the criterion is subsequently revised. In the end, the AIC suffers from

two main flaws. Flrst, the AIC appears unable to handle the identity ofphysical artworks

that are mainly conceptual. Second, it is possible that the AIC is not actually an identity

criterion for artworks. but ¡ather one for a small class ofhistorical artefacts'
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A Diachronic Identity Criterion for Artworks

Cynthia N. Read

When you vìsit Richard Zahler's web page you will see an image of a painting.r It

is primarily black with a large, dark-brownish yellow patch in the bottom right quarter.

Near the top ofthe painting you can discem some black lines extending upward. There are

short, light green lines scattered throughout the bottom of the brownish yellow patch. If

you know what to look for, you might be able to dìscem the brownish grey patch as water

a¡d one of the black spots as a boat of some sort. Next to this image is the image of the

painÍing afïer Zahler restored it. Here you can clearly see ships coming and going lÌom the

city's harbour front which is littered with ships and their masts. The water is a mottled grey

colour and the sky above the city is the same grey but with hints ofpink and blue. The

wave of a boat that is only partly in the picture splashes into the front of the painting.

Another boat with a large sail enters the ha¡bour from the other direction.

Are these paintings the same artwork? Are either of them the same arlwork as the

original? These a¡e questions about the identity ofan artwork at different times, or

diachronic identity. Specifically, it is about how the obj ect persists through change. How

much and what sort ofchange can an a¡twork undergo and still be that same aïtwork?

The purpose of this thesis is to provide an identity criterion for artworks that will

yield answers to questions like the ones posed above. The thesis is divided into th¡ee

1 Zahler is a preeminent private art restorer in Bntain. His website is:
h@://www.studioarts. co.uk/zahler.htm.
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chapters. The fìrst chapter deals with preliminary issues like the varìous changes artworks

can undergo, general problems in the metaphysics ofidentity, and general motivation for

the identity criterion I provide later in chapter Two. chapter one deals with specific

changes to artworks and with general problems of identity and persistence. The second

chapter brings these two together in a presentation of my identity criterion for artworks.

The second chapter also includes various revisions of the criterion in response to

problems. The third chapter includes application ofthe criterion to specific cases and a

discussion of some problem cases.
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Chapter 1 - Motivating the Criterion

I will begin this chapter by outlining a number ofways artworks can change and by

giving examples ofthese tlpes ofchanges. Next, I will discuss a number ofkey

metaphysical problems with identity in general. I will conclude the chapter by providing

motivation for the particular formulation ofthe criterion I present in Chapter 2.

Types of Changes

A¡ artwork can change in many ways. It can undergo physical changes. For

example, a sculpture may be broken or a painting tom. An artwork can change relational

properties, such as changing location, or art-historical influence. For example, The Kiss

may go ûom being in a Rodin exhibit to being in an exhibit on passion, or a relatively

unknown painting may become the impehrs for a new genre of painting. An artwork can

change in function. For example, a painting we once used as art may now be used as

drapery or a sculpture that once induced serenity in viewers now induces anger. Although

changes of any type will affect identity claims, the criterion ptesented in this thesis

addresses only what physical changes an artwork's identity can endure. The other t)?es of

changes fall outside the scope ofthis work.

Through what physical changes can an artwork persist? Asking the question thus

makes an important assumption: that (at least some) arhvorks are physical. As a result, I

discuss only those artworks that are generally considered to be physical objects (e.g.,

paintings and sculptures as opposed to literary works and works ofmusic). The claim that
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some artworks have physical properties means, for example, they have a certain location in

space and time or a¡e constituted by certain matter. The distinction between physical and

non-physical artworks is not new to the philosophy of art- Wollheim's (1980) individual-

t¡pe distinction and Goodman's (1976) autographic-allographic distinction both reflect the

intuitive physicaVnon-physìcal distinction.2J The distinction also has intuitive force as we

are inclined to see paintings and sculptures as physical objects but works of music and

literature as non-physical. I do not ìntend to defend this distinction he¡e. For fhe purpose of

this thesis, the physicality of some forms of art will be assumed.

An artwork may undergo physical changes in a number of different ways. I have

created four categories ofphysical change for arhvorks: (a) cases in which only some of

the original material is lost, (b) cases in which some original material is lost and some new

material added, (c) cases in which the original material is simply altered, and (d) cases in

which only some new material is added. The following list contains real examples of each

sofi of change.

A. I-oss of some original matedals

. DaYincí's Mona Lisa.a Originally the painting had two columns painted on the sides,

2 wollheim 11980) explicitly defends the physical object hypothesìs fo¡ some works of art
in Art and Its objects, paúicularly in the supplementary essay, "A Note on the physical object
Hlpothesis," found in the 2'd edition.

3 Cunie (1990) claims that all artworks are non-physical. According to him, they are
abstract objects, action-t¡4res. D. Da¡res (personal communication, June 15, 2003) also takes
artworks to be non-physical. They are performances that indicate a focus of appreciation.

a Information on this work may be found at the following websites:
http://www.kausal.com./leonardo/monalisa.htrnl; http://www.lairweb.org-nlleonardo/mona.html.
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which indicated clearly that she was on a balcony. sometime in the history of the painting

while it was pnvately owned, the edges of the painting were cut off. The painting, as it

now hangs in the Louvre, has no columns.

' chinese paintings.5 In china this year large pieces of two-thousa¡d-year-ord paintings

in a world Heritage site confucian temple were washed off the walls because the workers

washed the walls with a pressure hose.

' Michelangelo's sistine chapel.In the restoration of fiescos such as the ,sls/l ne chapel

a thin layer of the original wall is removed to reveal some of the original paint undemeath,

paint that has not been dirtied or destroyed with age.

' cleaning of oil paintings. creaning ofoil paintings involves removing the rayer of

vamish that so oflen covers works. It is the vamish that darkens and becomes dirty with

age. The vamish is removed with solvents.

These a¡e cases of works that have had some of their originar materials ¡emoved.

Each case is significantiy different. The Mo na Lisa case involves aa extremely valuable

work in which the loss of material has artered the look of the work. The chinese paintings

provide a case oflarge losses oforiginai materiars. It is safe to say most peopre would

consider these paintings deshoyed. With the,g¿sline Chapel md, the cleaning of oil

paìntings we have a case where there is a significant amount oforiginal material removed

but doing so has restored the originar look of the work. cleaning o paintings is a common

practice in most museums.

5Information 
on this work may be found at the following website:

h@://www.theage.com.au/news/20 O l /02/07 ßFXDZpFGUIC.htrnl.
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B. Loss of some original materials and addition of new material

' Rembrandt's Danae.6 In 1gg5, this painting was slashed twice and had surphuric acid

poured on it' The acid destroyed some ofthe original paint. The restoration process

involved retouching with new paint those areas destroyed by the acid and replacing the

canvas. It was thirteen years before the work could be hung back in the gallery for

viewing.

' Michelangelo's Pi¿l¿. someone smashed this ma¡bre sculpture fiÍÌeen times wìth a

hammer' As a result a number of pieces were broken off. The larger pieces were salvaged

and reattached' but some smaller chips were rost. Thus, repairs involved reforming part of

the sculpture out of new materials (Wreen, 19g5).

'Yeláaqtez' Toilet of venus.111 l914,this work was slashed five times. To restore the

work special putty was used to adhere the srashed pofions together and new paint was

used to touch up the slash marks (Ruhemarn, 196g).

' Degas' M et Mme Edouard Manet. As a friend of Manet's, Degas painted a portrait of

Manet and his wife for him. However, Manet was dispreased with the way Degas had

depicted his wife and cut off the right quarter of the painting. In the painting, this left his

wife, who was standing in profile, faceless. Degas took the painting back and added a

piece of canväs intending to repaint that portion ofthe work, but he never did (Kirsh &

Levenson,2000).

' cleanìng of oil paintings. As described above, the vamish is removed with solvents.

6 Information on this work may be found at the following website:
h@://www.renewal.org.ar:./artcrimeþages/fr ont.html.
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Sometimes, however, it is replaced with new vamish.

. Canvas replacement. Often the canvas a work is painted on will deterìorate befo¡e the

painting. Because the material used to size the canvas (this is the primer coating applied to

the canvas before painting on it) is usually water-based, the calvas can be removed from

the paint. By soaking the canvas (careful1y, ofcourse), it will actually detach itselffrom

the layers of oil paint. The painting can then be glued to a new canvas.

The cases listed above are cases in which some original material has been lost and

some new material has been added. Almost al1 of the cases involve an attempt to make the

work look more like the original than it did. Some cases involve adding materials líke

paint, vamish or canvas that are of the same t)æe as the original (the Danae, the cleaning

ofoil paintings and canvas replacement). Other cases involve adding materials like glues

or putty that are of a different tlpe than those originally used in the work (The Pieta, Íhe

Toilet ofVenus). hr al1 of the cases, a sigriificant number ofpeople vr'ithin the art

community have no problem with these types of ¡estorative work. The Degas case is

interesting because the blank piece ofcanvas now attached to the work, though attached by

the artist, was added after he finished the work originally. The artist's intention was to

change the way the work looked originally.

C. Changes in original materials

' costa Rican statue. A statue from the famous Teatro Nacional in costa Rica was sent

to Europe for cleaning. The statue is an angei carved out ofa single piece of marble. In

order to transport it, the wings of the angel were cut off. However, in putting it back
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together they were unable to nraintain the centre ofbalance. As a result, the statue can no

longer stand on its own. It must be guyed to the ceiling.

. McNichol's I Questiott of Who's in Charge.l Just this year, vandals bent this 17-foot

tall sculpture to the ground twice. Both times the artist himself was calied in to repair the

work.

. Emin's My Bed.8 The piece consists of an unmade bed littered with dirty clothes, used

condoms and empty vodka bottles. One day performance artists Yua¡ Cai and Jian Jun Xi

ianjun went into the Tate London Gallery stripped off their shifis and started jumping on

the work. They then proceeded to have a pillow fight. No permanent damage was done and

after about 15 minutes they were escorted out of the gallery. The work was rearranged

back to its origìnal state.

. Correggio's The Virgin Adoring the Child.e Coneggio painte d The Virgin Adoring the

Child arclrnd 1522.Itis one of the paintings yet to be restored by the Uffizi Gallery. The

painting has darkened with age. Though the main components of the painting (the Virgin,

the Child) remain visible, much of the rest of the work is indistinguishable.

These cases involve changes in, but not losses of, the original materials. No new

material is added. With some of these cases, questions about the continued identity of the

7 Information on this work may be found at the following website:
h@ ://www.cambridge-reporter.com-/topstory_O2070994659.html.

8 Information on this work may be found at the following websites:
http://ww.ã/.s-t.comidaily/1 0-00/1 0-04-00,õ03ae 1 1 9.htm;
http : //www.renewal. org. au,/artcrime/pa ges/front. html.

e Information on this work may be found at the follo\¡/ing website:
http:/iwww.uffi zi .firenze.it"lDipinti/corrverginE23.html.
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work can be asked at two dìfferent times. First, are the works identìcal with the original

while they are broken or altered? Second, are the works identical with the original after

they are reassembled? In general, breaking a work for transport is not meant to cause

perrnanent damage. However, in the case of the Costa fucan statue there is a permanent

change in the work. ln the vandalism cases, no care is taken to preserve the work while it

is being broken. The vandalism of Tracy Emin's My Bed did not chattge anything that

could not be put back. The Coneggio case may also belong in the addition ofnew

materials category. The aging process involves both the changing ofthe original materials

and the accumulation of dirt, which is a new material. Every component of the painting

(the stretcher, the canvas, the gound, the paint, and the vamish) changes over time. For

example, consider the changes that can occur in the paint layer.

Dark colors have become even da¡ker and more translucent with age, so that details
and subtleties of modeling have disappeared. . . . a green landscape tums b¡own
and its subtle spatial regressions are lost to view; a shadowed face becomes pure
shadow; rounded shapes decay to flat, dead planes. Lighter colours also become
transparent so that one car see right though them. A thinly painted figure becomes
a ghost through whom one can see the colors ofthe landscape behind. þ. 59,
Hochfield, 1978)

The changes that occur due to aging, as in the Correggio caseJ are more gradual and the

result ofno one particular event. some would consider changes due to aging natural, a part

of the work's lile cycle (Hochfield. 1978).r0

l0 For an inte¡esting, but not too technical, look a the specific effects oflight, humidity,
warmth and pollution on paintings, see Michalski (1990).
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D. Addition of new materialsir

' Malevich's Lïhite cross on Grey. Kazimir Marevich's painting wite cross on Grey

depicts an off-white cross on a light grey background . rn 199l,Alexander Brener spray

painted a green dollar sign on the painting.

' ofili's The Holy virgin Mary. ch¡is ofiri's painting The Hoty virgin M,y had, white

paint thrown on it as a protest to its portrayar of the virgin Mary with pornographic images

and elephant dung.

' creed's Ihe Lights Going on anct off. This installation piece consists ofa ¡oom in

which the lìghts go on and off. In response to a dream, Jacqueline Crofton threw eggs at

the work. she did not think the work should be considered art. The walrs were simply

cleaned off and the exhibit was reopened in a matter of minutes.

Here we have cases of works that have o.ly gaìned new materials. The first two

cases provide examples ofthe addition ofnew materials that require a significant amo'nt

ofwork and expertise to remove. The third case, however, was easily cieaned up. A[ of

these instances of vandalism were performed to make a statement about either the work

itself or the geûe to which it belongs. Most people would say that, after these works have

been cleaned, they are numerically identical with the works they were before the incident.

However, while the various foreign materiars are sti on the work some people say that the

work no longer exists because during that period of time the meaning of the work has been

obscured or changed.

The examples in this section can be found at the following website:
http://www.renewal.org.au./artcrimeþages/Ílont.html.
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creating an identity criterion for any tlpe ofobject is a difficult task. why bother

fightìng through the metaphysicar and aesthetic problems invorved in the identity of

artworks? I have two reasons. First, because the task is the metaphysician's job, as welr as

her passìon. Second, because the identity of artworks matters, practically, to the arrworld.

Price tags on artworks show that we value works that are identified as originals more than

those that are not' The mere fact that artworks can be forged suggests that the identity ofa

work is important to our appreciation of it. That we would rather look at the original than a

forgery suggests we need to keep track of the identity of artwo¡ks. An entire profession

centres around the persistence of artworks through change. The goal ofconservators is to

pfeserve arrworks' be that through preventing them from undergoing change as much as

possible or restoring them after they have been changed. The guìdelines conservators

provide for themselves take the maintenance ofa work's existence as centrar. They

regulate what physical interactions with a work are compatible with the work,s

maintenance of identity. There is at least prima facie practicar evidence that the identity of

artworks concems us. Determining an identity criterion for artworks ìs mo¡e than a

metaphysical exercise; it has potential practical impof.r2

Meraphysi cs of lden r ity

Before getting into an identity criterion for arhvorks specifically, some words need

to be said about identity in general and some of the metaphysicar probrems associated with

'2 wilsmore (1988) suggests thât a correct account ofthe identity of works is going to be
necessary for the work ofconservators.
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it Many of these problems cenl¡e around the principle of the indiscernibility of identicals,

o¡ Leibniz' Law. That is, ifx and y are identical (i.e., are the same thing), then they are

indiscemible (i.e., have all the same properties).r3 Stated logically, it rooks like this:

Lrdiscernibility of ldenticals: x:y J VF(F¡ - Fy)

This principle has created a number ofproblems for the metaphysics of identitv for

ordinary objects.

First, the principle seems to suggest that two objects can occupy the same space at

the same tìme' consider a mug made from a coconut shell. we want to say that the mug

and the coconut shell, which constitutes it, are the same object. However, the coconut shell

has properties the mug does not. For exampre, it has the property ofexisting at a certain

time, t', prior to the mug's existence. wìth differences in proper-ties such as these, it does

not seem as though we are talking about the same object. The mug did'ot exist at t,. The

coconut shell did' According the Leibnìz'Law, they cannot be identical. If they are not

identical, then there must be two objects (the mug and the coconut shell) occupying the

same space at the same time.

This problem is relevant to arfwork identity because the same probrem that occurs

\4'ith the mug and the coconut she may occur with an arhvork and its material

constituents. ln fact, the most commonry used exampre of this problem is that of the statue

and the clay. The probrem is the same with the statue and the cray. we are incrined to think

¡3 It is also possible to rnterpret Leibniz as proposing the principle of identity ofindiscemibles' That is, ifx and y are indiscernible (i.e, havJall tùe same propertiesi, äe. they
are identical (i.e., name the same thing). Logically, it looks like thìs: Vf@x _fy) - r ¡i=y 

,
Determining the correct ìvay to interyret Leibniz ias proposing the iae'tìty of i,.,ái.".mitles, theindiscemibility of identicals, or perhaps the biconditi,onál of tñe two) is nót somettúng r ;I'attempt here.
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that the clay of which the statue is made and the statue itself are the same object. However,

the clay has the properly ofexistìng at a time when the statue did not and in shapes that the

statue did not. Later in this thesis, this problem will arìse with respect to arlworks and

historìcal artefacts havìng the same material constituents at the sâme time. The criteríon I

will present, however, is for arF,vorks. The criterion I present will not apply to the

persistence ofother objects that happen to occupy the same space at the same time.

ln response to this problem, philosophers have proposed different conceptions of

identity. one suggestion is to use temporal identity. Temporal identity is the ,.relationship

which holds between a pair ofstrictly distinct things during a period of time when they are

made up of the same matter" or "occupy the same place" or "share the same stages or parts

oftheir histo4y'' (Hirsch, 1995). The third ofthese three different ways to characterize

temporal identity implies a four-dimensional approach to objects. That is, objects have

extension both spatially and temporally; they occupy both space and time. So the mug and

the coconut shell are temporally identicar during the period of time in which they both

share the same matter or same place; or, in four-dìmensional terms, they have some of the

same temporal parts. Another suggestion is to use relative ìdentity. Relative identity

theorists claim that the proper way to make identity claims is always in relation to a

particular concept (Geach, r967). Thus, statements of identity reìations would rook like .x

is the same F as y'. So the coconut shell is the same hunk of matter as the mug, but it is not

the same kitchenware as the mug; hence, the identity claims are relative to a particular

concept.

Second, Leibniz' Law suggests that objects cannot persist through change. For
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example, if this is the same hat I wore yesterday, then it must have all the same properties

as the hat I wore yesterday. However, this moming I dropped the hat in the mud.

Yesterday, the hat was clean. Today the hat is dirty. Apparently, by Leibniz' Law, they

cannot be the same object. Apparently, any time we add, change, or remove parts, the

object ceases to exist. IfI put a bumper on my car, paint my chair or prune my tree, I cause

fhe car, chair or tree to go out ofexistence. But objects do (at least seem to) persist through

these sorts of changes. How do we reconcile this with Leibniz' Law?

Philosophers have proposed a number of different ways to understand an object's

persistence, or diachronic identity. The endurance theory of objects persisting through

change accords most with our ordinary way ofthinking. An object endures by being

"wholly present" at each of the times when it exists. "An enduring object that exists at one

time is identical to itself existing at another" þ. 166, Merricks, 1994). Of course, the

endurance theory needs more than this to solve the problem ofpersistence through change.

One way to do this is by making properties time-indexed relations. "When we say that

Descartes was hunry attt, we are saying either (take your pick) that this object bore the

relaTion having to the time-index ed property hunger-at-t t, oÍ else that it bore the time-

indexed relation having-at-t, to hunger" (çt.247,YnInwagen, 1990). Either way

Descartes is wholly present at every time he exists. So my hat, both yesterday and today,

has all the same properties, two of which are cleanliness-at-t t and. dirtiness-o.t-t2.

The perdurance theory ofobjects persisting though change requires temporal parts.

According to Lewis, "something perdures iff it persists by having different temporal parts,

or stages, at different times, though no one part of it is wholly present at more than one
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time" (p. 202,1986). The object is the sum ofall the temporal parts. So my hat persists via

perdurance by having a temporal part that existed yesterday, and that temporal parl has the

property ofbeing clean; and having a temporal part that exists today, and that temporal

part has the property ofbeing dirty. This way the conflicting properties are assigned to

different things (the different temporal parts), thus they do not actually conflict.

The stage-theory of objects persisting though change is an interesting combination

of the other two theories. According to this theory, my hat is wholly present only at one

time, the current one. There is a temporal stage that has the property ofbeing clean and

because this temporal stage bears the appropriate relation to my hat we can say that my hat

has the temporal property ofhaving been clean (Sider 1996). These stages are two

different objects but they are related to each other as temporal counterparts. Whatever the

'appropriate relation' is, it is not one ofpart to whole. Like endurantism, the object is

wholly present, albeit only at one time, not every time. Like perdurantism, there are

temporal parts of some sort, but the object is not the sum of these parts. Whether the stage-

theo¡ist's account ofobjects actually counts as persistence orjust an explanatiol for why

we ffeat things as persisting is unclea¡.

To answer the problems with the metaphysics of identity philosophers have created

a number of different theories of identity. Some theories a"re probably better tha¡ others.

However, my point in raising some of them was not to argue for any one theory in

particular. This thesis is not about the appropriate way to characterize how objects persist

through change. In spite of it all, we will continue to make identity claims about adworks,

with or without a theory of identity. What I am proposing with my identity criterion fo¡
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artworks is a systematic way to make those claims. we can understand the criterìon's

identity relation through the use ofcerlain philosophical theories or through our intuitive

understanding and everyday use of identity'. Either way we can still discuss under what

conditions that relation holds.

However, one's choice of identity theory will determine the way the criterion will

be phrased. The criterion I will provide is one of artwork identity. It will not provide

identity or persistence conditions for all objects, only artworks. so, in a sense, the criterion

will be relativistic. A pedurantist's phrasing would probably look like this: A temporal

part, Y at 12, is pafi of the same artwork as a temporal part ,X af ft, iff . . . . A relative

identity theorist's phrasing would look like this: A thing, y at tr, is the same a¡two¡k as a

thing, X at t,, iff . . . . A stage-theorist's phrasing would look like this: A temporal stage, y

at t2, is an artwork temporal counterpart ofa temporal stage, X at t,, iff . . . . This thesis is

about what falls after the 'iff . Thus, I do not want the phrasing I use prior to the ,iff to be

taken as ruling out any theories ofidentity. I will use an endurantist,s phrasing: An

artwork, Y at t2, is identical with an arhvork, X at t,, iff . . . . Again, this is not meant to

imply that objects are 'wholly present' at every point in their existence, that they are

without temporal parts, etc. The criterion will be equally successful (or unsuccessful) with

any ofthe identity theories. If you prefer a particular theory, substitute its phrasing for the

phrasing I have given.to

ra A fou¡-dimensional approach to objects and their persistence w-ill have different logicaì
constraints than those of the standard three-dimensional approaches. One of these differenceÑill
be addressed in Chapter Two.
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Motivation

The artwork identity criterìon (AIC), as I shall call it, provides an identity criterion

(or persistence conditions) fo¡ arhvorks. That is, it tells us when an artwork is identical to a

previous arlwork (or when an artwork persists through change). sameness of materials and

sameness of representationar content form the basis of the AÌc. Before presenting the

criterion, I will motivate myuse of these two foundationar components. Initial motivation

for the two components will come ftom a review the standard ship ofrheseus case and a

parallel application to artworks. Additional motivation wilr come ÍÌom current art

community practice.

Consider the Ship ofTheseus. An old plank ofTheseus, ship is removed and

replaced with a new one. This process is repeated over a long period of time with each of

the old planks, which are taken elsewhere and reassembred. The ¡esult is two ships: one

made of the new planks (call it Newprank ship) and one made of the old planks (cal it

Oldplank ship). Which ship is (numerically) identical with the original ship? One

suggestion is that identity fo ows continuity of form. Newplank ship is continuous in form

with the original ship. so, on this suggestion, Newplank ship is the original ship. A second

suggestion is that identity folrows the original materials. oldplank ship is made of the

original materials. so, on this suggestion, oldprank ship is the original ship. The standard

solution, as it is called, is to say that continuity of form is what matters for identity, so

Newplank ship is the original ship (Davis, 1973; Lowe, 19g3; Smart, 1972).

consider the following problem with the stærdard solution. Suppose that all of the

planks from the originar ship are removed (but not replaced) a¡d reassembred later. In thìs
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case, we want to say that the reassembled ship, Oldplank ship, is the original ship. The

sta¡dard solution, however, implies that oldplank ship is not the original shìp. oldprank

ship is not continuous in form with the original ship, because before they were

reassembled the planks did not exist in the form ofa ship.

In response to thìs problem with the standard solution, philosophers have adopted

what is called abest candidate approach þp. 95ff., Wiggins, 2001; Heller, 19g7). Lr the

initìal case, we have two candidates for identity \"/ith the original ship: namery, Newptank

ship and oldplank ship' we arso have two criteria for determining which is the original

ship: namely, continuity of form and sameness ofmaterial. on a best candidate approach,

these criteria are lexically ordered and the ship that best satisfies the criteria is the original

ship. If continuity of form is more important than sameness of material, as the standard

solution supposes it is, then the best candidate for identity is Newprank ship. rn the second

case, we have only one candidate: namely, the reassembled ship (i.e., Oldplank ship).

Although it meets only the second criterion, there is no other candidate, so it is the best

candidate and hence is the original ship.

Consider a ship-of-Theseuslike example for an artwo¡k. Hunting Scene ìs a

Roman mosaic from the 6ù century BCE that is currently in a museum in Massachusetts.

suppose that gradually all of the original Roman tiles in the mosaic are removed and

replaced with ones that look exactly the same but that we¡e made rast week in New Jersey.

All ofthe old tiles are then shipped to Britain, where they are reassembred exactly as they
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were originally.ri The result is lwo mosaics: one made of the new tiles (call it Newtile

mosaìc) and one made of the old tiles (call ir otdtile mosaic). Newtile mosaic is

continuous in form wìth the origìnal mosaic. oldtile mosaic is made of the original

materials. Remember both mosaics look the same. I am inclined to say (and I think most

people would agree) that in this case Hunting scene has been moved to Britain. That is,

oldtile mosaic is the orìginal mosaic. This is exactly the opposite of what people want to

say about the ship ofTheseus.

consider another example. suppose that Monet's [I/ater Lilies could be f¡ozen in

such a way that each brushstroke ofpaint could be peeled off one by one and replaced by

new paint that looks exactly the same. Later, all ofthe old brushstrokes are collected a¡d

reassembled onto another canvas. It seems thaf Ilater Lilies would lie where the original

brushstrokes are. or, if you think the canvas is pa't of the painting, suppose that small

squares of the painting are cut off (without losing any of the material) and replaced with

new pieces that look exactly the same. And suppose that',ve could reassemble all the old

pieces, intertwining the fibres of the canvas back together. Again, it seems that water

Lilies would be where the original materials are. These examples suggest that fo¡ the

identity of artworks, unlike for the identity of artefacts, sameness of material is more

impof ant than continuity of lorm.

continuity of form is not sufnicient for a¡twork identity even when there is no

competing object '¡¿ith the original materials. Imagine that in the mosaic case the old tiles

15 For the sake of argument, assume that all ofthe mortar is preserved with the old tiles
and that no new mortar is required to put them back together.
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were destroyed as they were removed instead ofbeing reassembled. At the end of the

process all that remains is Newtile mosaic. unlike our intuitions with Newplank ship, here

Newtile mosaic still seems not to be the original mosaic. (we would likely consider it to

be a copy or a replíca). For artefacts, either sameness of material or continuity ofform can

yield identity and the best candidate approach is used to determine when to use which

factor. For aftworks, sameness of material is a necessary factor for identity in these cases.

continuity of foÍn seems completely unnecessary. These examples are not meant to show

that sameness of material is the identity crite¡ion for artwo¡ks. Rather, they merely

demonstrate the importance of original materials to arlwork identity.16

To see how the original materials alone a¡e not enough, consider a different

situation with the mosaic Hunting scene. we have all the original tiles but they are traded

one for one with other tiles in the mosaic. The end result is a mosaic that does not look

like a hunting scene at all. In this cases are we inclined to say identity has not been

maintained, even though we have all ofthe original tiles. Identity seems to be lost in this

case because of some sort ofbreak in how the work looks. The mosaic has maintained

continuity of mosaic form and the original materials, but it no longer looks the same.

Looking the same alone was not enough for identity as suggested in the previous

paragraph. But this example shows that sameness of material, by itself, is not enough for

identity either. Instead of sameness ofmaterial and continuity of form, artrvorks seem to

16 Thus far, I have avoided talking about the identity ofthe pile ofdisassembled original
parts. In these examples it is assumed that, whether they were dìscontinuous at one point or-not,
the object which is being identified is ofthe appropriate (ship or mosaic) form. I wiil address the
possibility of intermittent existence later on.
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have sameness of material and sameness ofappearance as the key factors in identity. A

best candidate approach will not work with artworks, however, because the criteria we are

using are both necessary. unlike in the ship cases, neither criterion alone is sufficient to

produce identity.

Further evidence for the importance oforiginal materials comes from the art

community's approach to forgeries. Ifour interest in a¡tworks lay solely in how they

looked or in their form, we would be just as willing to view and purchase forgeries as we

would originals. But we simply do not value forgeries as much as originals. Although part

ofour distaste for forgeries comes from the artist's deceit, even if an afist made a perfect

copy of a masterpiece without lying about the work's origin, we would still not value the

copy as much as the original. what is valuable about the original is its origin (or at least

some aspects thereof). The original materìals ofa work guarantee us that origin because

they are the physical materials that bear a direct relation with the relevant aspects ofthe

work's origin (e.9., the artist, the art-historical time period, etc.). Thus, our concem for a

work's origin generates our concem for the original materials. But, one may counter,

sometimes forgeries a¡e valued. often great afists forged the works oftheir predecesso¡s.

For example, Y eláuqtez copied works by Titian and Michelangelo, and Rubens copied the

works ofmany of the Italian masters. Forgeries produced by these artist will fetch a high

prìce at auction. But we value these forgeries because they were done by great artists, not

because they look exactly like the originals. Just like the originals, these forgeries are

valuable because of their origins.

our distaste for forgeries does not mean that the representational content of the
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work or how the work looks is of no value. The fact that the art community is willing to

undeÍake more than merely preventative conservation of artworks speaks to the

importance of the sameness of representational content. We wa¡t to see works as they

looked originally. Inherent in the very definition ofrestoration ìs the idea ofgetting the

work back to the way it originally was. The a¡t community is so interested in the original

representational content of a.¡r'ork that they are willing to spend many years and much

money restoring a single work. For, example, the restoration ofthe Sistine Chapel took

over 20 years and cost over 12 million dollars.rT Frequently, restorations will cost up to

hal f the value of the work.

The two main principles conservators work under when compensating for the loss

of original materials in a work are: any compensation must be detectable and any

compensation must be reversible (Americal Institute for conservation of Historic and

Artistic works, 1994). The first principle indicates that any additions to a work must be

detectable by an experienced viewer ìn visible light. On paintings, this is often

accomplished by not filling the missing sections in solidly. Rather, the new paint will be

painted ìn as distinct lines that from a distance will look like a solid colour but on closer

inspection will be clearly seen as a restored section. The second principle states that any

restoration that is done to a work must be able to be undone at any time later.

compensation for loss oforiginal materials is justified under three conditions: first, to

restore structural stability (e.g., canvas replacement); second, to ¡estore visual unity (e.g.,

17 See the following website for information on the financing ofthe Sistine Chapel
restoration:
http'.1/www.nzz-cwenglish,/background,rbackgroundl ggglbackground9906,õ9990606vafican.html.
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Michelangelo's Pieta); and, third, to restore function or use (e.g., Rembrandt, s Danae).

These guidelines suggest that it is important to conservators to restore the visual and

functional unity ofworks, to restore the works to the way they originally looked or

functioned. They also show that the original materials have primacy, as any alteration

made to the original materials must be distinct and potentially removable from the original

work (Wilsmore, 1988).
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Chapter 2 - The Artwork Identity Criterion (AIC)

In this chapter, I will present an initial formulation of the artwork identity criterion

(AIC) and offer revisions in response to objections. The criterion has two components:

sameness of materials and sameness ofrepresentational content. I will start the chapter

with a general problem for the criterion, then I will discuss problems for the first

component of the criterion, and I will end with problems for the second component of the

criterion. The initial fonnulation ofthe criterion, as suggested by the motivations

described in Chapter One, is:

AIC (1): An artwork, Y at tr, is identical with an artwork, X at t,, iff(1) y has a

substantial quantity of X's materials and (2) y has almost exactly the same

representational content as X.

Ihe Tr ansitivity Problem

The AIC (1) faces a transitivity problem. Transitivity is a properfy ofcertain

relations. A relation is transitive il when x stands in that relation to y and y stands in that

relation to z, fhen x stands in that relation to z. stated logicall¡ hansitivity looks like this:

' (Rxy A Ryz) - Rxz

'Being taller than' is a transitive relation. IfFritz is taller than Ralph and Ralph is taller

than chuck, then Fritz is taller than chuck. Identity is also a transitive relation. IfA is

identical'ffith B and B is identical with c, then A is identical wìth c. Transitivity holds no

matter how long the chain is. IfA is identical to B, B is identical to c, c is identical to D,
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and so on, then A is identical to the thing at the end of the chain. The problem arises for

identity ifwe think that identity can hold even ifthe¡e is a small difference in the thing

being identified. with a long enough transitivity chain, these small differences could add

up to a significant difference, a difference that obviously makes the identity claim false.

To understand the problem in terms of arrwo¡ks, consider a painting that ages over

tirne. suppose, according to the AIC, the painting at t, is identical with the painting at t0

(perhaps only slight discolouration has occurred). Now suppose the painting at t, is

identical with the paintìng at t, (maybe only a small chip has flaked off), and the painting

at tr identical with the one at t, þerhaps a little mo¡e discolouration has occurred) and so

on to t". The painting at t^ could look very different from the painting at to with virtually

none of the original material, but because identity is transitive we have to say that the

painting at t is identical with the pai'ting at to. In fact, any painting in this chain is

identical with any other painting in the chain whethe¡ the two paintings together would

meet the AIC or not. As long as a painting is linked to another painting through an identity

chain, identity holds no matter how long the chain is and how dissimilar the two paintings

aÍe.

This problem is not particular to any version ofthe AIC, or even only to the AIC.

Aly criterion which makes identity claims over change will face this problem. As long as

it is possible for two objects to be identical in spite of some difference (even if very smarl),

we can construct a chain long enough to produce identity between very disparate objects

on eithe¡ end. consider an extremely rigid criterion: B at t, is identical with A at t, iffB

has 99.9%o of A's materials in the same form as A. so there is at most a.1% difference
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between B and A. But now use the criterion to establish identíty between C and B.

Because ofthe transitivity of identity we have to say that A is identical with c, but c could

betp lo .2%o different f¡om A. Now we may be willing to overlook this small divergence

fiom our criterion. But by continuing to use the criterion to establish identity between, say,

D and C, E and D a'd so on, we can accrue a very large difference between A and the last

object in the chain. Now, because of the transitivity ofìdentity, we have an identity claim

between two objects that are not only not ìntuitively identical but would not even come

close to passing our original criterion. This is true ofvague identity criteria (like the AIC)

or arbitrary identity criteria (1ike the example above).

The problem clearly stems lrom the transitivity of identity. To solve it, either we

need to block the transitivity of identity or say the criterion is of something other than

identity (something that is not transitive). I could say that what I have produced is not a

criterion of identìty, but rather a criterion of similarity. similarity is not transitive. X may

be simila¡ to Y and Y to Z, but it does not then follow that X is simila¡ to Z. However, this

would hardly be useful. Any value a criterion such as mine might have in the art

community wìIl be lost if it is merely a criterion of sìmilarity. we know when works are

similar: what we want to know is if they are identical. I know an aged painting is simjlar to

the original: the question iè whether it is similar enough to be identical. Furthermo¡e, as a

criterion of similarity the AIC would get many cases wrong. Forgeries are very simila¡ to

the forged work. However, a forgery would fail the AIC's first condition of.substantial

quantity of X's materials'. In fact, a forgery may be more similar to the original work than

the work itself 100 years after completion. As a criterion of similarity the AIC would get
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this backward. Even if we wanl a similarity criterion, the AIC is not it.

Tlius, the success ofthe AIC depends on finding a way around the transitivity

problem of identity. one possibility is to remove one of the variables in the identity claim.

Holding one variable constant will remove the possibility of a chain forming. consider the

following revision:

AIC (2): An artwork, Y at t,, is identical with the original artwork, X at to, iff (1) y

has maìntained a substantial amount of X's materials and (2) y has almost exactly

the same representational content as X.

Identiflng X as the original artwork fixes a point ofreference. The criterion now has a

smaller range of application. It can be used only to identiÍ! if a work is identical with the

original. We can use the AIC to determine if the painting hanging in the Louvre is the

same painting as The Mona Lisa Da vinci painted in the 15ù century. we can¡rot, however,

directly use it to determìne if the paìnting in the Lour,r'e now is the same painting as the

one in the Louvre 10 years ago. The main use of the AIC in the art commrxrity would be to

identifu paìntings as authentìc originals. conseruators, curatoß, auction houses, etc. do not

care if a painting is the same painting as it was 10 years ago; they want to know if it is the

original. Ald the AIC can still determine this.

o.e might concede that the limitation of the AIC would be a cost we are willing to

pay if the revision removed the transitivity. But, one may counter, it does not. In the initial

example the painting at t0 was identical with the painting at t, and the painting at tÌ was

identical with the painting at t2, leaving the paintìngs at to and t, also identical. with the

revision we have only changed the formulation of the identities. The transitivitv still holds.
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The painting at t, is identical with the original and the painting at f, is identical with the

original. By transitivity, the paintings at tr and t2 are also identical.rs The problem remains;

we still have transitivity lelding identity claims.

Naming this the transitivity problem was misleading. Transitivity itself is not the

problem. Rather putting it to use ìn a certain way lead us to identity claims we did not

want to make. Although the revjsion does not remove the transitivity from the identity

claims, it does eliminate the distasteful identity ciaims (e.g., the claims of identity between

an original and a work so far down the identity chain it bears no resemblance to the

original). With the revision, transitivity-based identìty claims can be made only between

two works that have already been identihed as identical to the original. These identity

claims are likely to be acceptable to most. In fact, they are exactly the sort of identity

claims we would want transitivity to produce. Two works that have a substantial amount

ofthe materials of the original and have virtually the same representational content as the

original are not going to be importantly different from each other. Thus, a transitivity-

based identity claim made between these two works will not be troubling. The problem

arose when the original (or a work close to it) ì¡/as forced to be identified with a work very

dissimilar to it, via transitivity. With the AIC (2), the only way the original may be a part

ofan identity claim is via the criterion. There is stiil an identity chain, but now the only

works that make it into the chain are the ones that pass the AIC with respect to the original

work.

18 Technically, symmetry is also required to produce the fiansiti\'lty-based identity claim
suggested here.
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The transitivity problem looks a little different ifyou take a fou¡-dimensional or

perdurance approach to object persistence. The problem will not be that ofdistasteful

identity claims between disparate objects, but that of distasteful claims that two disparate

temporal parts belong to the same object. For example, temporal parl, Y at tr, passes the

criterion with respect to temporal part, X at t,, so is also a temporal parl of the artwork, A.

Then, Z at t3 passes the criterion with respect to Y at t2, thus also being a temporal part of

A. This chain can continue until the temporal parts we are identif ing as pafs of A are not

at all the sofs of things we would want to include as temporal parts of A. The problem is

the same, except instead oftalking âbout identity between objects we are talking about

temporal parts being included as parts of an artwork. The solution is also the same. We can

hold one ofthe temporal parts constant. A temporal part, Y at tr, is part of the same

atwork as the original temporal part, X at to, iff . . . .

With AIC (2) I will have to define what I mean by 'original arfwork'. In one sense

any work that passes the AIC (2) is the original. It is so in virlue ofbeing identical with a

certain other work, the one I have called the 'original artwork'. A method for determining

what object gets to count as the 'original artwork' is required. A number ofpossibilities

are immediately apparent. I could say the object immediately afer the last brushstroke,

cawe, etc. by the artist is the original artwork. Perhaps the object when first presented to

an audience is the original arfwork. Or perhaps the object the artist decla¡es to be the

finished work is the original artwork. There are obvious problems with all of these options.

The task is starting to look much like that of defining art. How does one determine the

point at which an object becomes a¡ artwork? I think it ìs that point at which the object is
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the original arF¡¡ork. If this is the case, then to use the Alc consistently and accuratery,

one's definition ofart should be kept constant. However, this is not to say that the AIC

cannot be used without a definition of art. The identìty craims lelded by the Arc wìll just

be less consistent and accurate if we use onry our intuitions for indicating the ,original

artwork'.

Another problem with the Arc (2) is what to do with an object once it has failed

the criterio'. For example, what is left on the walls in the Confucian temple is not

identical with the original painting. But it seems we st l care about those pieces that are

left' we still care if they maintain originar materials and representational content.

However, with the ratest revision, the Arc can no longer be used to produce identity

claims for these pieces we have in the tempre. what if there were a fire in the temple and

the pieces were damaged by the smoke? clearly, the pieces after the fire are not the same

as the original artwork. They were not the same as the originar wo¡k before the fire. But

have the smoke-damaged pieces maintained identity with the pieces before the fire? The

AIC (2) cannot answer this question.

I could say that once a work fa's the Arc it becomes a different arfwork. This way

we could make identity claims with this new artwork, using the object at the point of

failing the Arc as the 'new' original arhvork. we can use the AIC to determine if the

smoke-damaged pieces are the same as the artwork that first failed to be identical to the

original re However, saying that once a wo¡k faìls the AJC it becomes a new artwork is

Ie To be accurate it shoulrt þg phr¿r.d: the first artwork spatiotemporally continuous withthe original p¿intings in the temple to fail the AIC becomes a new arrwork. Many artworks (e.g.,Yan Gogh's Potatoe Earers) fair to be identicar with the originar, but these are not the ones we
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unappealing, to say the least. It is also often wrong. consider the ashes of a bumed

painting or the rubble of a smashed sculpture. clearly, these cases would fail the AIC, but

even more clearly, these things are not new artworks.20 who would be the artists of the

artworks produced by this process? what were their intentions? what artistic value would

these artworks have? Assigning arthood starus on the basis ofa work failing to be identical

with the orìginal arrwork goes against both our everyday and ph osophical conceptions of

art. If any'thing seems like a wrong reason for something becoming art, this is cefainly it.

If we are concemed about identity maintenance afler a work is no longer identicar with the

original, we will simply have to use a different identity criterion, whether that be a

criterion for historical artefacts, or aÍ pieces, or something else.

Materia.l Intactness

Before gettìng to what the criterion does require, you may be wondering about

something it does not require. The AIC does not require that the materials be intact, or

adlrering to one anothe¡. But we would not want to say that a pile composed or 'Ø/ater

Lilies cuT into tiny pieces is actually water Liries, or worse, that a pile of dust from David

is David However, neither of these cases would meet the second part of the criterion, so

identity would not go through anlnvay. To motivate intactness as a part of the criterion we

want to count as the 'new, original artwork,

20 There will be cases when a rvo¡k will fail to be identicar with the original and in doing
so become a ne\ry arhvork. The case ofMalevich's white cross on Grey is an eiample ofthis. "
when Brener sprayed the green dollar sign on it, the work ceased to be identical r¡/ ith Wite Crosson Grey. rfbecame a new work, Brener,s work- However, it did not become a new work because it
ceased to be identical with the onginal. It became a new work because ofthe artist,s intentions, orthe community's declaration, or its function, etc. (pick your favourite theory).
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need a case of a loss ofidentity where the representational content remains and enough of

the original materials remain though the materjals are not intact. I think such a case rvi11 be

hard to come by. For a work to have the same representational content with the same

original materials, the original materials are going to have to be so close together that their

intactness hardly seems ìmportant. For example, suppose that all the I|later Lilles pieces

were placed back together like ajigsaw puzzle, but without being glued or attached to a

canvas. A painting whose pieces a¡e not held together through the bond of paint, glue, etc.

at various points is cefainly more fragile than an intact painting. However, fragility or the

ease with which an artwork's representational content can be destroyed hardly seems a

factor in determining identity. If it were, we would have to vary identity conditions

between wo¡ks made of different materials. The bonds in a clay statue are easier to break

than those in a b¡onze one. A painting on canvas is easier to destroy than, say, one on slate.

Our actual concem is probably not intactness at all, but rather some lowerlevel

continuity of form. I say 'lower-level' because the AIC implies the occurrence of

intermittent existence for artworks. For example, once the g-een dollar sigl was

successfully removed, the work would again be Kazimir Malevich's wite cross on Grey.

To understand the appeal of intermittent existence, consider the case of a large work

broken into a number ofpieces. The pieces are transported separately to another location

and reassembled there. clearly, the object at the beginning ofthis process and the object at

the end ofthìs process are the same artwork. The problem is what to say about the

intervening time. To avoid the unsavoury intermittent existence we might be inclined to

say that work continues to exist, just disassembled. Now imagine that a large work is
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broken into seven pieces, each piece is transported to one ofthe seven continents and left

there. In this case, the work has been destrÕyed. But during the time ofdisassembly this

case is not so different from the fi¡st one. ln fact, the only difference is that in the first case

we know that the work is going to be reassembled. Surely, the intention of future

reassembly shouid not be what determines whether an object exists or not. what if the

transport trucks in the first case got lost and the work was never reassembled? Do we say

the work was destroyed at the time the hucks got lost? or do we ¡etroactively attribufe the

non-existence of the work to the time of its breaking now that we know it is not going to

be ¡eassembled? suddenly, saying that the work went out ofexistence when ìt was broken

apaf and came back into existence when reassembled is the appealing option. I count it a

virtue of the artwork identity criterion that it supports this option.2r

There is a limit, however, to how much breakage and reassembly we want to allow

Breaking a work into seven pieces and reassembling it may be acceptable for intermittent

existence. But reconsider the pile of dust that was David. what if we could reassemble it

molecule for molecule? Would it then be David again? ln this case, it ìs not as clear

whether we want to re-identifo the work. It almost seems as though we are okay with

intermittent existence as long as the parts do not get too small. Some degree ofcontinuity

of form within the pieces of the work may be necessary. Perhaps the identity of an artwork

can be intermittent only so long as the parts that constihrte it maintain a continuity of 'art

" Itt 1958, Ma.golis discussed the intermìttent existence of artworks. Here he claimed that

artworks can have intemittent existence. However, he claimed this because he took arlworks to

be, not the physical object, but that which comes into existence when the physical object is

beheld. The physical object itself cannot go in and out of existence.
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pad' form. That is, if the parts that make up the arfwork at some point cease to be

identifiable as parts ofan arhvork (or maybe even paÍs of that particular work), then even

when reassembled the object is no ronger that artwork. ofcourse, now we need a

definition of, and identity criterion, for art pafs. Intuitions in extremely hlpothetical cases,

,'tch as the David example given above, are so uncrear. Also, any rear cases where loss of

intactness lead to loss ofidentity are likely to fail the second part of the criterion anyway.

Thus, I am ready to just bite the bullet and say that intactness is not required . The water

Lilies thaT. is just set togeth er is lllater Lilies. The reassemble d David is David.

Sameness of Original Materials

while the Arc does not require intactness of materials, it does require that y have

a substantial quantity of the original materials found in X. clearly, requiring all ofthe

same materials is too strict. A¡tworks lose material all the time. For example, paint flecks

fall off or, worse, at the molecular level a work roses originar materials almost

immediately after it is finished. we do no want loss of identity to follow these losses of

original materials. However, demariding a'substantial quantity of X's original materials'

opens the first part of the criterion up to a number of other problems.

First, consider a case where someone paints over vermeer's Girl with a pearl

Earring so that it looks exactly the same (with the same texture) as Girl llith a peart

Earring did. According to the Arc, the painting is identical with the original. Intuitivel¡

we thint that vermeer's Girl with a pearl Earring is undemeath the painting we are now

looking at. The original work is there, but that is not what we are looking at when we look
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at the painted over vermeer. Not only do we want an aftwork to contain the same original

materials; we also want to be interacting with those naterials when we experience the

artwork.

AIC (3): An artwork, Y at t,, is identical with the original artwork, X at to, iff (1) y

has a substantial quantity of X's materials and most of those materials sensible to

the audience in X are still sensible to the audience in y, and (2) y has almost

exactly the same representational content as X.

I say 'most' here because I do not wart to rule out cases where a conservator accidentally

gets a small bit of new paint on the original material. I think, all else being equal, we

would still like identity to be maintained in these cases.

This revision may prompt someone to wonder about the ide'tity of, say, a statue

with a cloth draped over it. Is the object no longer the same artwork? This is a matter of

where you delineate the object. If the object is the thing on the pedestal (statue and cloth

both), then it is no longer the same artwork as just the statue alone. If the object is the

thing on the pedestal under the cloth, then it is the same artwork as the statue alone. The

same move could be made for the Vermeer example. If we consider the object to be the

thing underneath all the new paint, then it is the same arhvork as the original. However,

ordinarily we do not delìneate objects this way. when a cloth is draped over something we

tend to stìll think there are two objects (the cloth and the thing it is draped over). when we

paint something we tend to think that there is only one object which has been altered.

When white paint was th¡own on Ofili's Ihe Holy Virgin Mary the art community,s

concem Ìvas not that someone put some white paint extremely close to the painting, but
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that the painting had been changed. Thus, when I say the original materials must be

'sensible in Y' I mean sensible to someone who is looking at (touching, smelling, etc.) Y

and Y only, not Y covered by somethìng or Y somewhere where no one can see it. And I

delineate the objects X and Y according to ordinary object delineation.

By adding a clause that includes the audience, I do not mean to make artwork

identity audience-dependent. The clause is conditional. If the¡e is an audience, then the

materials that the audience sense in order to experience the work, X, must also be the ones

the audience sense in order to experience the work, Y. Otherwise, identity fails. I am also

not suggesting that artworks need to produce the same aesthetic experiences or sensations

every time they are experienced. The point is, whatever the experiences or sensations

produced, they must be produced by the same materials.

Second, with AIC we have the problem of articulating how much is a 'substantial

quantity' of material. Whateve¡ amount that is or howeve¡ that amount is determined, it

has to rule out the possibility of trvo (or more) works having a substantial quantity of X's

materials. If a number of works were able to have a substantial amount of the original

materials and all of these works looked the same as the original, then they would all be

identical with the original work. If we really thought identity was maintained in these cases

we would be cutting up valued paintings and piecing them together with appropriately

painted new canvases to create numerous originals. Why have one Mona Lisa when yorr

can have two (or more)? Clearly, we do not see arwork identity this way.

One solution to the problem of two or more works being identical with the original

demands that the identical work be the one with most original materials.
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AIC (4): An arhvork, X at t,, is identical with the original artwork, Y at t0, iff(1) \'

has a substantial quantity of X's materials, most of those materials sensible to the

audience in X are still sensible to the audience in Y, and Y has mo¡e of X's

materials than any other object, and (2) Y has almost exactly the same

representationai content as X.

A problem for AIC (4) can be seen in the following example. Two works have a

substantial quantity of X's materials: one has 40.0o/o and the other has 40.3%. AIC (4) will

clearly choose the latter as the work identical to X. What if we move .2% of the original

materials from the latter to the former? The identity claim will also move. The change in

identity with such small movements of original materials seems unintuitive.

Arother way to solve the problem is to work out exactly how to determine how

much is a'substantial quantity'. There a¡e two obvious options. First, stipulate an arìount

of rnaterial required for identity.

AIC (Sa):An artwork, Y at t,, is identical with the original artwork, X at to, iff(1)

Y has more than 50% of X's materials and most of those materials sensible to the

audience in X are sti1l sensible to the audience in Y, and (2) Y has almost exactly

the same representational content as X.

AIC (5a) avoids the problem encountered by AIC (a). However, this solution ìs arbitrary.

Fifty percent is the lowest number I couid pick to avoid the two-work problem. What if a

work had only 49.9Yo of The orìginal materìals (and no other work had the other 50.1%)?

Does .1% of the original materials really make a difference to identity? No matter what

number I pick, the claìms of identity and non-identity that surround that number will seem
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ill justifred. This is the problem with picking a specific number. Without some such

stipulation the identity criterion remains vague, but I think vagueness is preferable to

a¡bitrarines s .

Vague identity occurs when you have two objects that are neither determinately

identical nor determinately non-identical. Its proponents include Terence Parsons (1987)

and Brian Garrett (1991). Consider the identify sentence for the Mona Lisa: 'Ihe Mona

Z¿sa now is fhe Mona Lisa Da Vinci painted in the 15ú Century.' Vague identity makes it

possible that this statement be neither true nor false because there is vagueness somewhere

in the statement. One possible location for this vagueness is linguistic. That is, the identity

criterion is vague not because there is no fact of the matter about 
"¡/hether 

the two wo¡ks

are identical, but because it is indeterminate which two obj ects we are referring to with 'X'

and 'Y'. The same may be said of 'substantial amount'. It is indeterminate what specific

quantity of original materials 'substantial amount' refe¡s to. A second possible location for

the vagueness is metaphysical. Possibly, objects themselves are vague (Parsons &

Woodruff, 1995; Woodruff & Parsons, 1997; Zemach,1991). There may be no fact of the

matter regarding whether two works are identical. The fact of the matter is that the two

works are neither identical nor non-identical. Similarly, there is no fact ofthe matter

regarding how much exactly is a substantial quantity of original material. The boundaries

for this quantity are fuzzy. That is, the term refers specifically to an indeterminate quantity.

I do not intend to decide this issue here. Problems ofvague identity are not limited to

artworks. All medium- and large-sized objects face the same dilemma (e.g., pebbles,

chairs, mountains). Thus, I will leave the working out of a solution to philosophers of
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vagueness. However, ifI want my identity criterion to be able to incorporate a general

solution to vagueness that philosophers may produce in the future, I will need to build

vagueness into the criterion.

Thus, I propose another revision of the AIC.

-AIC (5b): An artwork, Y at t,, is identìcal with the original artwork, X at to, iff (i)

Y has maìntained a substa¡tial amount of X's materials, this substantial amount

includes very nearly all of the sigrrificant pofiions of X's materials, and most of

those materials sensible to the audience in X are still sensible to the audience in Y,

and (2) Y has almost exactly the same representational content as X'

By .significant portions' I mean those parts of the work upon which the artistic value of

the work depends. That is, the physical pafs necessary for the properties that contribute to

the artistic value of the work are the 'sigrificant portions' of the work. ofcourse, all parts

ofa work are valuable to the work, but some pafts are mofe integral to the artistic value of

a work than others. This revision rules out the possibility of two works having the

appropriate substantial amount because only one work could have nearly all of the

significant portions of the original materials. Although the artistic value of an artwork may

lie in more than the work's physical propefies, certainly some of the physical properties of

a work contribute to its artistic value. These aIe the properties that must be maintained for

identity. Artistic value car occur on a number of dimensions (Seamon, 2001). A work may

be mimetically valuable for its accurate or interesting pictorial representation ofthings. It

may be expressively valuable for its ability to convey or evoke emotion. It may be formally

valuable for its success in dealing with the formal constraints of the medium. or it may be
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conceptually valuable for its ability to challenge assumptions in, or evoke thought about,

various aspects of art. For a formal example, a work may be afistically valuable because it

demonstrates a new way to capture light with paint. The physical parts ofthe uiork that are

vital to this demonstration would count as 'significant portions' of the work For a

conceptual example, if the artistic value of a work is that the wo¡k demonstrates the thin

line between painting and sculpture, then the parts of the painting that demonstrate this are

necessary to the work's idenfity. For another example, consider two situations with

Cawagg¡o's Judith Beheading Holophrenes.In one situation a chunk is missing out of the

comer of the painting depicting the bed cu¡tain. ln the other situation a much smaller

chunk is missing out ofthe portion of the painting depicting Holophrenes' face. Part of the

artistic value of this work is its representation ofthe event of Judìth cutting off

Holophrenes' head. The portion depicting Holophrenes' face is a detailed portrayal ofhis

surprise and horror. It conveys a large part of the emotional content of the work. Though

the portìon depicting the curtain may be well pairited, it does not contribute to the artistic

value of the work to the extent the portion with Holophrenes' face does. I think we are less

likely to say that identity has been maintain in the second case even though less material is

lost. My suggestion with this revision to the criterion is that both the quantity and the

quality of original materials are important.

AIC (5b) both solves the problem of two or more works being identical with the

original and maintains the desired vagueness. The vagueness comes in three places. First,

it is vague how much is a 'substantial amount of X's original materials'. Second, it is

vague how much is 'nearly all', though this may have more precise boundarìes than
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'substantial amount'. I say 'nearly all' here to avoid the problem I mentioned earlier, That

is, arhvorks lose original materials the moment they are finished. Third, 'significant

porlions ofX's original materials'will come ín degrees. Significance to the artistic value

of the work is not an all-or-nothing quality. Some portions may be more or less vital to the

artistic value of the work.

While a vague criterion is preferable to an arbit¡a¡y one, it is possible for a criterion

to be too vague. Making an identity criterion vague means that there will be cases in which

neither identity no¡ the lack of it can be assigried. As I mentioned earlier, this may be due,

depending on your theory, to linguistic indeterminacy or to indeterminacy in the objects

themselves. The problem with an identity criterion that is too vague is that so many cases

will fall into the indetermìnate category that the criterion will be useless. For example,

what if the AIC could tell us that cases like the paintings in the Chinese temple are cases

of lost identity and cases like successfully relining a canvas are cases of maintained

identity, but left all other tlpes of cases indetermìnate? They may be indeterminate

because it is unclear whethe¡ they have a substantial amount of the original materials,

because it is unclear whether they have enough ofthe significant portions, etc. Here the

criterion can only handle the most extreme and easiest cases. But we were never intuitively

unsüe of these cases. What we wa¡rt is a c¡iterion that can ha¡rdle at least some of the

harder cases.

hr t lng to produce a vague criterion that can handle some ofthe harder cases, two

things could happen. First, one could discover that there is no systematic and successful

way to precisify the extremely vague criterion any fi.¡rther. In this case, one would have to
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conclude that the quantity ofvagueness inherent in a¡tworks is so great as to preclude all

but a few identity claims. However, it certainly seems true that identity is maintained and

Iost in at least some ofthe less extreme cases. An identity criterion that suggests identity

can be dete¡mined only in the very extreme cases is not only useless; is also seems wrong.

Second, one could find a criterion that is vague to just the right degree that gets the

answers right in the easy cases and also yields identity claims for the appropriate hard

cases.

The question now is how do we precisifu the vagueness in the criterion without

resorting to arbitrariness? I thìnk the best way to do this is through dialogue with the art

community. We have created this category of objects and we make the things that fall into

the category, so, within certain metaphysical bounds, we should determine how they

persist. Studying how we reacted to physical changes in artworks in the past and analysing

debate surounding current issues in vandalism, aging and restoratìon ofactual artworks

will indicate more precisely how much is a 'substantial amount' of original materials. The

number will never be perfectly precise because of the inherent vagueness. But I think a

detailed study will indicate whether we should be requiring, say, somewhere arot¡nd 95%o

ofthe original materials or whether, say, 600/o is sufficient.

S amenes s of Repres enÍational Content

With the final revision, you may think that the representational content of the work

has been built into the first part ofthe criterion. Why then do I even need the second part?

First, the physical parts of the work that carry the representational content ofthe work may
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not be those that contribute to the artistic value ofthe work. In such cases, the

representational content of the work would not be covered by the first part ofthe criterion.

Second, the second part ofthe criterion covers cases where the artwork still has its

significant original materials and they are still visible, but where the work is no longer the

same as the original. The discolouration of works as they age is a prime example of this.

Sometimes the colours in paintings can become so changed that it is hard to tell even what

the painting depicts. In these cases, often all the original materials remain and nothing new

has been added to the work. With age the original materials themselves deteriorate and

obscure the work. Bright colours fade, deep colours darken, and iight colours become

translucent. As a result, parts of the picture fade into, or show through, one arìother. The

second part of the criterion accounts for these losses ofidentily.

Before going further, I need to say a little bit about representational content. Many

standard physical artworks such as paintings and sculptures are generally thought to have

pictorial or representational content. That is, there is something they picture or represent.

Theories abound that try to elucidate how artworks come to represent X or be a picture of

X. Nelson Goodman (1976) suggests that pictures denote things in a conventional

languageJike way. Others (e.g., Gilman, I992;Peacock,1987) suggest that pictures have

their repiesentational content by way ofresemblance. That is, if the visual experience ofa

picture resembles the visual experience ofan object, then that picture represents that

object. Thomas (1997) claìms that whatever is at the beginning of the causal chain which

results in the picture is the content ofthat picture. Emst Gombrich's (1960) theory rests on

the idea of illusion. We 'see pictures as' the object they represent, hence the illusion. But
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the illusion is only visual, not mental; we are aware that the picture is not the object.

Though not comprehensive, this list offers an idea ofhow varied theories ofpictorial

representation can be. I am not going to chose fiom among them, partly because none of

the theories is overly successful (for a review, see Rollins, 2001) and partly because the

criterion will be useful whichever theory is correct.

A related question regarding representational content complicates the issue. The

theories indicated above all try to answer the question: how does picture or artwork X

come to represent or be about thing Y? A separate question is: how do we figure out what

the representational content of an arhvork is? The first questìon is metaphysical. What is it

about certain states of affairs (the causal chain, the way things appear, how our vjsion

works, etc.) that makes it the case that picture or artwork X comes to represent ot be about

thing Y? The second question is epistemological. How do we come to know what the

representational content of a work is? A theory which explains the first may well also

explain the second, but it need not. You may think that pictües come to represent objects

via a ceftain causal chain but that we know that the picture represents that object only

because of some sort ofresemblance. What is important for identity is that representational

content be maintained. What is important for being able to use the AIC is that we ca¡

figure out what thè representational content ofa paficular wo¡k is. It is obvious enough

that this is the case. We talk about the content of artworks all the time.

Not all artworks have pictorial content, however. Does this mean there is no

representational content? With pictorial works, often the representational content is mereiy

the pictorial content. Sometimes, however, there is more to a work than that. This is
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especially so with works that have no pictorial content. consider yves Klein,s Untitled

Blue Monochrotne painting.It is a rarge canvas evenly painted a particular shade ofblue

(lntematio'al Klein Blue). Is there any'thing this work is a representation of? It is not a

representalion of Intemational Klein Blue. It is Intemational Klein Blue. But this is not to

say there is nothing the work is about. consider what Klein says of his monoch¡ome

period:

Painting no longer appeared to me to be functionally related to the gaze, since
during the blue monochrome perio d of 1957 I became aware of what I called the
pìctorial sensibility. This pictorial sensibility exists beyond our being and yet
belongs in our sphere. We hold no right ofpossession over life itselfl ft is ánty Uy
the intermediary ofour taking possession of sensibility that we are able to pu..rrá."
life. . . . The explanatio' of the conditions that red me to pictorial sensibilii¡ is to
be found in the intrinsic power of the monochromes of my blue perio a of ßll.
This period of blue monochromes \ryas the fruit of my quest for the indefinabre in
painting which Delacroix the master could already intiirate in his time. From 1946
to 1956, my monochrome experiments, tried with various other colo¡s than blue,
never allowed me to lose sight of the fundamental truth of our time _ namely that
fonn, henceforth, would no ronger be a simpre linear value, but rather a value of
impregnation. (Klein, 1 989)

clearly, Klein thinks the work is about something. It is about the way we rook at things

and how unimportant that may be to making paintings. However, it is st l not a painting of

a cefaìn thing.

Although Klein's (Jntitred Brue Monochrome may not have pictorial content, it is

about something. It has representational content. The representational content ofa work is

what it is about or what it expresses. It often involves the way in which the

representational content ofthe work is presented or the way the representational content

interacts with the vehicre it is presented in. Even pictorial works may be about more than

just what they picture.
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what if a wo¡k has no representational content? Modem art being what it is, this is

sornething to which artists could aspire. My initial jnclination is to say that all works of art

are either ofor about something. A work may be about the state ofmodem art such that ir

allows works that are apparently about nothing to be considered art. However, even ifl am

wrong, and there are artworks with no representational content, the Arc can still be useful

here. what is impoÍant is that work Y has the same representational content as work X.

Thus, ifX has no representational content, then y too must remain without

representational content. A gain of representational content \¡/ould make it a different

work.

In the criterion, I say 'almost exactly the same representational content, because I

do not want to rule out cases where there are only slight changes in the representational

content. Because of slight discolouration, part ofthe representational content ofa work

could change from being about a girl with an ivory dress to being about a girl with a cream

dress. This is likely too little change to result in a change in identity, especially if the girl is

a very minor character in the representational content ofthe work and the colour ofher

dress carries no specìa1 meaning. However, we may wonder',vhere to draw the line. what

if the discolouration caused the representational content to change from being about a girl

with an ivory dress to being about a girl with a yellow dress?

We can vary the degree to which the representational content has changed by

changing the degree ofdetail of the representatìonal content. If we took the

representational content to be about a girl with a dress, then the slight discolouration has

'ot 
resulted in a change in representational content. A problem arises when the
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specifìcation of representational content is too general. consider the following case. I

spend the day making popsicle stick art. My first work of the day is a portrait of winston

churchill. After looking at it for a while, I decìde to take it apart and do another work. My

second work is also a porlrait of winston churchill, but where the first was his full face

the second is his left profile. If we take winston churchill (or perhaps winston churchilr,s

head) to be the representationar content of the work, then, according to the AIC, the second

work is identical with the original (the first work). (Remember, they are made of the same

popsicle sticks.) But they are not the same works. To avoid this we have to say that the

representational contents of the works are churchill,s head as seen fiom the fiont and

churchill's head as see frorn the left side, respectively. My third wo¡k of the day is again

of wìnston churchill, but this time a left profile with churchi looking toward the ground

slightly. so now the representational contents ofthe second and third works need to be

churchill's head looking straight ahead as seen from the left side and churchill's head

looking slightly downwa¡d as seen from the left side, respectively. The probrem is that we

do not generally think of representational content in this sort of detail.

Perhaps the difference between the th¡ee churchill works is not ìn representational

content, but in form. The fom of a work is the arrangements of parts of the work,

specifically, the arrangement of the non-content-based parts. clive Bell conside¡ed the

significant form of a work to be "the pray of striking arrangements oflines, colors, shapes,

volumes, vectors and space" (carro , 2001). when we consider these aspects of the

churchill wo¡ks we can easily distinguish between them. Each consist of different lines,

shapes, volumes and vectors. This suggests another revision to the criterion:
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AIC (6): An arh.vork, Y at tr, is identical with the original artwork, X at to, iff (1) Y

has maintained a substantial amount of X's materials, this substantial amount

includes very nearly a1l of the significant porlions of X's materials, and most of

those materials sensible to the audience in X are still sensible to the audience in Y,

and (2) Y has almost exactly the same representational content and form as X.

Now we can construe representational content more generally, as we normally would when

talking about a work, without falling prey to the Churchill problem. It should be noted that

depending on your theory of representational content, representational content may turn

out to supervene on the formal aspects of the work. If this is the case, then you need

require only form in the second part of the criterion, not form and representational content.

To use the AIC, the second part requires that we can figure out changes in

representational content. However, figuring out what a work is about is not an easy task.

Philosophers do not even agree on how we should go about the task. Some suggest we

should use artist's intentions, while others think it is determined by the art community.

This does not, however, mea¡ the task is impossible. Some cases wìll be clearly

identifiable as constituting changes in representational content regardless ofwhat method

we use. The case of Creed's The Lights Going On and Off is fairly clear. While the eggs

we¡e on the wa1l, the work would be about something different. The role of the bare room

in the meaning of the work was drastically changed once there were eggs running down

the wa11s. A¡other clear example is that of Kazimir Malevich's IFhite Cross on Grey.

Clearly, the work has a different ¡epresentational content while the dollar sign is on it.

Ofcourse, many cases will not be so clear. This is so for both pafs of the criterion,
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because they both include vagueness. The lack of clarity may be in whether the wo¡k

contains enough original materials to be considered a substantial amount, how significant

the portions oforiginal materials (both those rnaintained and those lost) are, whether the

work has enough of the significant portions to be nearly all of them, or whether the

representational content is similar enough to the original to be considered vifually the

same. Until we have a way to deal decisively with the vagueness, we may have to be

content ',vith not knowing in some cases.
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Chapter 3 - Application, Clarification and Difficult Cases

This Chapter has three main sections. In the first section, I describe how the AIC

applies to particular cases. In the second section, I discuss two problem cases for the AIC.

In the third section I clarifu what the AIC does and does not entail, both within philosophy

of art and metaphysics.

The AIC Applied

The AIC is 1ike1y to determine that many objects are not the same artr orks as the

original. In many cases, we may still talk about these objects as though they are the

original arfworks. In this section, I consider what the AIC will say about some particular

cases and then discuss how this will fit with ordínary practice.

The wall paintings of the Confucian temple are lost. Thìs is a clear case of loss of

identity. Far too much of the original materiai has been washed off the walls Not only

this, but the gaps have not been filled in, so the representationai content a¡d form have not

survived either. No aspect of the criterion ìs met.

Another clear case is that of Malevich's Wite Cross on Grey. Cleatly lhe

representational content and form of this work are not the same with the green dollar sign

painted on it. So the work fails the second part of the criterion. one may also object to this

work maintaining identity on the grounds that too much of the original material is covered

by new material. The dolla¡ sign extended the fulI length of the painting. However, it is not

clear that this is the reason for the loss ofidentity. IfBrener had painted the areas that the
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dollar sign covered, not green, but the appropriate whites to match the original, we would

be less inclined to say identity was lost. It is unclea¡ whether enough ofthe original

materials are covered up. The case of the appropriately white dollar sign might also be a

case of a loss ofidentity, but it is not obviously so. In the actual case, the change in

representational content and form obviously causes the loss of identity.

In the case of Rembrandt's D anae, fhe worknow looks much rike it originally did.

However, the painting is at most 7 0o/o original paint and has anew canvas.t2 Manyof the

areas attacked by the acid were the paÍs of the painting depicting Danae. The paint in

these areas was lost completely. This is a case ofloss ofidentity because the painting is

missing so much of its significant original materíal. The restorers at the Hermitage

Museum decided not to restore the work to its original look because they belìeved that the

work would then be a 'falsification'. what they did was fìll in the lost areas with simila¡

colours to "visually pull the painting back together', (Talley, Jr., 199g). Mikhail

Piotrovsky, the Hermitage director, said of the work

some people are critical of what we have done. They believe we should have made
the painting prettier than it is today. what they forget is that what is gone is gone.
You have no right to repaint such a picture. þ. 90, Talley, Jr., 199g)

The painting as it now hangs in the state Hermitage Museum is not Danae. Even if they

had ¡estored the original look of the work, the restorers and director rightfully realized that

it would not have made the painting Danae again. In this case, the loss of identity is due to

a loss oforiginal materials. one may also argue that the ïestored painting does not meet

22 Information on the restoration of Rembrandf 's D anae may be found at the Hermitage
Museum websife: hftp://www.hermiiagemuseum.org,4rfrnl_Er/04lhm4 3 2a.html.
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the representational content requìrement. rühen you have an identity criterion that invorves

a conjunction, as the AIC does, losses of identity may be overdetermined. Both this case

and the Malevich case demonstrate this.23

The case of the Mona Lisa is not as obvious as the previous two. The painting in

the Louvre retains a large part of the original materials and new materials have not been

added. I would argue, however, that the materials removed from the work count as

significant materials, even though they were only on the edge of the painting. The removal

of the columns has significantly affected the representationar content ofthe wo¡k. Some

perspective has been lost. It is no longer obvious that she is sitting on a balcony. Thus,

according to AIC, the painting in the Louvre i s nor The Mona L¿s¿2. with this case we carl

see how the vagueness of'significant portions' occurs on two dimensions. The degree of

significance will affect how much of the significant material can be lost. Atthough the

columns in The Mona Lisa were not as significant as other areas of the painting, I argue

that they were significant enough such that the work did not survive their entire removal.

For more significant areas ress may have to be lost for the work to rose identity. For

example, the removal of the original materials that depict her sm e, though much smalrer

in quantity than the columns, would also constitute a loss ofidentity. There is an inverse

(perhaps logarithmic) relationship between the significance ofthe material and the

quantity of loss a work can endure.

23 This case presents an interesting question: why did the conservators not repaint the
Danae ro look exactly the same as the originar? They believe the originar was destroy"d. tf th"i.
goal after determining that was to restore some functional use, th"n ùhy didn,t th"y iaint it as
mrL-h like the original as possible? perhaps they are restoring and conserving historiåal artefacts
and not artworks.
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The Mona Lisa case is one over which there will likely be disagreement. such

disagreement does not necessarily indicate that the Alc is wrong. Rather I think the

disagreement is a result of the vagueness. Resolving the disagreement will likely involve

discussing how much

original material was actually removed from the painting and how impofant those

materíals were to the artistic value of the work. But discussion of this sort is not about the

validity of the requirements of the AIC; rather, it works within the requirements. In a

sense, if you disagree with my claim about the Mona Lisa because you think that the

columns were ìnsignificant to the value of the work, say, you are actually agreeing with

one of the requirements ofthe AIC (the requirement that work include nearly all of the

significant portions ofthe original's materials). Disagreements like this will arise because

the críterion is vague. But the resolutions to them will indicate how we should precisify

the various parts ofthe criterion.

Cases of age-darkened paintings, such as Coneggio' s The Virgin Adoring the

child, or Rembrandr's Aristotle with a Bust olHomer,2^ are even mo¡e difficult when

applying the AIC. In these paintìngs, the key figures are still visible, but the painting has

become so darkened that the background and peripheral objects are hard to distinguish.

The colours also are considerably more dull than they were originally. These wor.ks

contain virtually all of their original materials, but these materials have altered. The

question here is whethe¡ the changes in the original material have caused a change in

2a For an image of Rembrandt's lr¿s ro e with a Busr of Homer see the following website:
h@://www.metmuseum.org/collections/viewl.asp?dep=11&full=0&item:61%ZElgg,
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representational content of the works. These cases are even more difficult, because we

rarely have a record ofhow the work looked originally. Though some cases will be clear

cases of a significant loss of representational content, in many cases we will be unable to

know whether a work is the same work or not. With no knowledge of how the work

looked originally, we maybe unable to identìty. Whether an age-darkened work is the

same as the original may become ciear after it has been cleaned. We may then be better

able to tell how much of the representational content was changed by the aged materials.

Assessing identity retroactively like this needs to be done with caution. Using the cleaned

work as the standard for how the work looked originally is clearly problematìc. However,

it may be the best (or only) estimate we have.

The Sistine Chapel is a good example of a work that was age-darkened and then

restored.2s The difference between the work before and after restoration is remarkable.

Areas where before one could hardly make out a flgure are now vibrant with colour and

detail. The,Slsrlne Chapel offers us a clear case where restoration has produced an object

that is more like the original than the pre-restoration object. This case almost pits the two

parts ofthe criterion against each other. In order to ¡ecover the representational content,

originai materials had to be removed. However, the properties involved ín the a¡tistic value

of the work did not depend upon the removed materials since the materials that remain

have the same properties. The question for this case is: has the work maintained a

substantial amount of its original material? Answering this question will require more

25 For before, during and after images of a portion oî the Sistine Chapel, see fhe lollowtng
websìte: http://daphne-palomar.edu,/mhudelson/Vy'orksofA¡t/13HighRenz3182.html.
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detailed information about the restoration process. In the end, this maybe one of the

ìndeterminate cases.

The case ofcanvas replacement demonstrates a change that a work can endure. A

moderate portion of the original materials is removed. However, none of these original

materials is signihcant to the work's artistic value. Every4hing that was visible in the

original is still visible and the representational content and form have stayed the same.

This may be true, however, only of good canvas repracement. when a new canvas is glued

to the original, heat is often used to adhere them. If too much heat is applied the pattem of

the new canvas will become visible in the painting. ln this case it is not so clear that the

work has maintained identity. If the change is large enough to affect the representational

content of the work, then it would be a case of a destroyed work.

The wo¡ks in many of these examples are not the originals. But then, what are

they? They are the remaining part of the original. The painting hanging in the Louvre is a

large part of tbe Mona Lisa. BuTwe still speak of the remaining pafs as though they are

the original works. when we say "Thìs is the Mona Lisa" what we really mean is .,This is

what is left of what was the Mona Lisa." The fact that it is not the Mona Lß¿ does not

preclude us from enjoying it aestheticalry. our aesthetic experience of the remaining part

of the Mona Lisa is different from the aesthetic experience we would have were it the

acTu'al Mona Lìsa. Yet, even as the remaining part of the Mona Lisa, if is still valuable

aesthetically and historically. perhaps it is valuable precisely because it is all we have left

of that great work.

Before leaving this discussion of the Arc a corìrnent about restorative practices is
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needed. It may appear as though the criterion demands an aggressive approach to

restoration. This is not the case. The AIC will tell us that many works are not identical

with the originals. However, this is not a normative claim. It does not tell us whethe¡ the

îdentiTy ought to be resto¡ed or maintained.26

Problem Cases

Two types ofcases appear to cause problems for the AIC. First, there are those

works that are multiply instantiable (e.g., photographs, sculptures from moulds, lithograph

prints, etc.). These tlpes of works are multiply instantiable, because they are made from a

more basic object. Photographs a¡e made fiom negatives, sculptures from moulds, and

lithograph prints fiom plates. Many copies can be made fiom the initial object. A large

part of the problem here is knowing what the artwork is. Is it the negative, mould or plate,

or is it the photograph, sculpture or print? The phrase 'multiply ìnstantiable' seems to

imply that the photographs, sculptures and prints are instantiations of the artwork. On the

other hand, we talk about having an original photograph, sculpture or print. We do not go

to galleries to see the negative, mould, or plate; we go to see whât was made from it. The

negative, mould or plate is a tool the artist created in orde¡ to make the artwork. The object

at the end ofthe process is the artwork. That is not to say that the negative, mould or plate

is not valuable. ln fact, they are necessary to the creation of the artwork. However, that

does not mean it is the artwork.

26 For a taste of the philosophical debate over restoratìon see Sagoff, 1978; Saito, 1985;

Saville, 1993; Wilsmore, 1986; 1988; and Wreen, 1985.
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With multiply instantiable works it is important to keep the role of the AIC

straight. The AIC can be used to tell us when a paficular photograph is no longer identical

with the original photograph. The original photograph would be the one that exists

immediately after developing is complete. what the AIC carìrìot do is tell us when a

photograph is an original ofa particular type. For example, consíder an Arbus photograph

Twins- Imagine you received this photograph directly fio'r the developer (be that Arbus or

someone else) immediately after it was developed. Ten years later (or after, say, a house

fire), you will be able to use the AIC to determine if the photograph you now have is

identical with the one you received fiom the developer ten years earlier. what you will not

be able to use the Arc for is finding out whether the photograph you have is actually

Twins, thatis, is an authentic Arbus zwlns photograph. The Arc is not a criterion of

identity between arF'vo¡ks and their ìnstances (or basic arl objects and their arhvorks,

depending on how you want to say it). The Arc is a crìterion ofidentity, not a criterion of

authenticity.

Deciding which objects are the artworks and what co'nts as authentic is something

I will leave to other philosophers of art and to the art community. Actually, some headway

has been made in this regard. The a¡t community considers photographs, sculptures and

prints authentic if they were made from the artist's original negative, mould or plate during

the artist's lifetime. works made posthumously are considered copies. The main art

auction houses, christie's and Sotheby's, will not even sell posthumous casts. wollheim,s

(1980) type/individual distinction is probably the best way to thint of multiply instantìable

works. Each print, cast or photograph is an arhvork ofa particular type. Thus, each cast of
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The Thinker is an artwork. What connects them is that they are all artworks of the same

type. Ofcourse, qualifications are required in order to avoid the problem of forgerìes and

fakes. In order for something to be an artwork of a particular type, it must be produced by

the artist. I am using 'produced' very loosely here. For example, in order for a cast to be an

afwork of the type The Thinker, it must be cast fiom a mould made by Rodin, and the

casting must be authorized by Rodin. I added the necessity of authorization (as opposed to

just requiring it be made in his tifetime) to avoid problems like those cunently arising with

de Kooning's sculptures. He is still alive but incapacitated by Alzheimer's disease. We

value iifetime castings more than posthumous ones because the ariist is still plalng an

active role (however minimal) in the casting process. Although de Kooning is still alive,

this important feature of his lifetime casts is missing. Regardless of how authenticity is

determined with respect to multiply instantiable works, whether in the manner I have

suggested or not, the AIC can stili be applied to the instances (the artworks) of the

particular t1pe.

The AIC may also serve as the identity criterion for the basic object (negative,

mould or plate). original materials are important to the basic obj ect for the same reason

they are impofant to artworks. They tie the object to a particular time and process of

creation. Ifall the original materials of an A¡bus negatìve were replaced with new

materials, I think we would be inclined to say that it is not the same basic object. That is,

we could not produce authentic Arbus photographs from it. Cefiainly, the maintenance of

representational content and form is also vital to these objects' identity. If this is the case,

then the Arc or something very much like it might work as the identity criterìon for these
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objects. However, the success ofthe Arc does not depend on its use with basic objects

such as negatives, moulds or plates.

Second, certain installation wo¡ks may be problematic for the AIC. Consider

collette urban's Gambler. The work consists of a large table upon which there are

thousands ofpuzzle pieces with an audio tape plalng the calling ofa bingo game in the

background. viewers are encouraged to assemble pieces of the puzzles. Each time the

wo¡k is moved, curators are instructed to purchase three used puzzles from a local second-

hand store and add them to the pile. Thus, after being displayed in a number ofgalleries,

the work will have more new pieces than original ones. previously, I used the example of

creed's The Lights Going on and off. The eggs that r¡/ere thrown at the work altered the

representational content ofthe v/ork even though they did not mar any ofthe oúginal

materials. The walls were a part of the gallery. only the lights and their timer were added

to the room to create the work. The idea is the important aspect of installation works like

urban's and creed's. Although the physical materials are necessary to produce the work,

the originality of those materials seems irrelevant. This may be true not only of installation

wo¡ks. consider Robert Rauschenberg's white painting. This work is seven wooden

panels painted white with ordinary house paint and a roller. He wanted the shadows of the

viewers' bodies to be the main content of the work. Rauschenberg has left instructions

with curato¡s that the work be painted over to restore its f¡esh white colour. He specifies

the type ofroiler and paint to be used. The work has been repainted a few times sìnce its

creation in 1951. Thus, these installation works offer a direct counterexample to AJC.
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They are artworks with a physical component, but for whìch sameness oforiginal

materials is not imporlant.

Yet, if I placed a large table in my living room, piled it with used puzzle pieces and

played a audio tape of a bingo game, I would not have the artwork Gambler in my living

room. Even if I intended the whole thing to represent the visual fiagmentation of our time

(as Urban did), I would still not have Gambler in my living room. It may be a work of art,

but it is not that work of art. why not? clearly, something about the work's origin remains

important. I belìeve it is the artist's choosing or authorizing that the materials be arranged

in that way. Thus, with Creed's work, he did not authorize the addition of eggs to the

walls. However, he does authorize different walls to be used when the piece is ìnstalled in

a different gallery. In the same way, urban authorized the adding of used pieces to the pile.

she did not authorize the addition of new puzzle pieces. so, were someone to add puzzle

pieces from a new puzzle, the identity of the work might be in jeopardy. Or, were someone

to repaìnt white P.inting with a textue-producìng brush instead of a smooth roller, the

work may be destroyed.

Identity claims for works that are mainly conceptual, even if they have physical

components, cannot be produced lr,ith the AIC. With physical works that are

findamentally conceptual like the ones I described, the first part of the criterion appears

inappropriate. The second part ofthe criterion will stilt apply to these works because the

representational content ofthese works is necessary for their identity. However, the

sameness oforiginal materials does not seem to be a necessary feature ofthese works.

what is important with respect to their physical components is that the materials be artist-
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approved. The above analysis suggests that an identity criterion other than what I have

provided with the AIC js necessary for conceptual physical works.

Ilhat the AIC is Not

This thesis is not about the definition ofart. The AIC does not require a certain

definition of art. The purpose of a definition of art ìs fo indicate when something falls

under the corrcepf arh4)ork The AIC works within the coîcepf artwork. Regardless ofhow

an object becomes classified as an artwork, once it is so classified the AIC will apply as its

identity criterion. If, by our chosen definition ofart, an object has its artwo¡k status

revoked, then the AIC will no longer apply as its identity criterion. For example, a

functional definition of art claims that an artwork is "an arrangement of conditions

intended to be capable of affording an aesthetic experience with marked aesthetic

character" (Davies, 1991). Many things will fall under this definition that wìll not have the

AIC apply to them. This definition includes non-physical things, which I explicitly avoid

with the criterion. However, if anlhing falls under this definition (i.e., it affords ,,an

aesthetic experience with marked aesthetic character") and is physical, then the AIC will

apply to it. One can see by this conditional that the definition of a¡t determines the scope

bf the AIC. The definition of art we use will determine to which objects the criterion

applies. Thus, the AIC does not require a certain definition ofart. In fact, even ifwe did

not want or know how to chose a definition ofart, the AIC could still be used. A deñnition

of art will tell us how certain objects manage to fall under the c oncept arhuork,but all the

AIC needs is that there be such a concept with obj ects falling undet it. So long as we can
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identify some objects as artworks we need not know how they came to be so in order to

use the AIC.

This thesis is also not about necessity of origin. The AIC indicates properties an

artwork must have to maintain its identity as that artwork. But this is not the sâme as

saying that the object must have had those properties originally in order to be that artwork.

As Kripke (1972) rightly points out, asking whether an object, X, would be that same

object had it originated from different materials is different from asking whether X could

survive a change in its materials now that it exists. The first question deals with necessity

oforigin. The second question deals with identity over time. And it is the second that the

AIC deals with. For example, reconsider the ¡{ønting Scene mosaic. The AIC does not tell

us whether //ønting scene could have been originally constituted by different tiles. what it

does tel1 us is that, consisting of the tiles it now does, Hunting Scene canrnt sureive a

complete change ofthose tiles. Perhaps llznting Scene could have been made ofother

materials, perhaps not. But, being what it is now, it cannot surwive the loss of its materials.

Whether you subscribe to a necessity of origin thesis for arlworks or not is immaterial to

the use of the AIC.

The AIC is not an identity criterion for hìstorical artefacts. Even ifit were, I am not

sure that would be a problem. If an identity criterion wo¡ks for more than one type of

object, then all the better fo¡ our ontological simplicity. However, I do not think that the

AIC actually works for historical artefacts. I think that historical artefacts can survive far

more change than artworks. Suppose we have one of Galileo's quills. The value of this

historical afiefact conres from its connection to someone who famously made important
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contributions to science. Even if the quill had deteriorated so that it was merely a couple

fragments of the shaft, I think most people would be inclined to sayit was still the

historical artefact that is Galileo's quill. Although it may not look very quilllike an).rnore,

it still has whatever necessary to be considered the historical artefact that is Galileo's quill.

This suggests that all historical artefacts need for survival is some ofthe original materials,

that is, the materials that carry the appropriate historical connection.

Not all historical artefacts are like this, howeve¡. Consider a 19ù-century woman's

satin carriage dress. The value of this hìstorical artefact will be lost to a great degree if all

that were left ofthe dress were some strìps of fabric. The dress gets its historical value

from representing to us cefain aspects of fashion from a past time period, and it cannot do

this without maintaining some of its original form. Who made, wore, or owned the dress is

not significant. The important historical connection in this case is not to a particular person

but to a particular time. This does not mean that the original materials are not important to

the identity of the artefact. A satin carriage dress in exactly the same style but made today

wìth new satin would not even be an historical artefact, 1et alone the same historical

artefact. In the case of the d¡ess, we need the original materials maintained to provide the

con¡ection to the time period, but we also need the form of the dress maintained to

provide us with valuible historical fashion information.

Different objects count as historical artefacts for different reasons and their

persistence conditions will vary with these reasons. Some reasons point to identity based

on sameness of material, others point to identity based on a combination of sameness of

material and form. A revised AIC may actually be sufficient as a criterion for identity in all
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these cases. Call it the Historical Artefacts Identity Criterion:

HAIC: An historical artefact, Y at t,, is identical with the original historical

arlefact, X at to ifF (1) Y has maintained some ofX's materials and (2) ifnecessary

for the historic value, Y has nearly the same form as X.

This criterion has many weaknesses, even as an initial rough attempt. One problem is

determining what the original historical artefact is. This may be an even more formidable

task than determining what the original artwork is. One thing is clear; though similar, the

HAIC ìs certainly not the same criterion as the AIC. However, the purpose of this thesis is

not to provide an identity criterion for historical afefacts. Had the Artwork Identity

Criterion also worked for historìcal artefacts, so much the better fo¡ it. Seeing that the AIC

does not work for historical artefacts, does not detract from its use as an identity criterion

for artworks.

A more striking objection along these lines is that the AIC is not a criterion for

artworks at all. Instead, it is a criterion for a limited group ofhistorical artefacts, those that

are also artwo¡ks. I have already suggested that different historical artefacts may have

different persistence conditions. So perhaps the AIC is not the criterion for the arhvork

Mona Lisa, but for the historical arteîacI Mona Lisa.27 Like the coconut shell and the mug,

these two objects share the same material constihrents but are different objects. One may

argue that the original physical components are important for the identity of the historical

artefact but not fo¡ the artwork. Although both parts ofthe criterion are required for the

27 David Carrier (1985) makes a similar distinction in his discussion ofthe dispute over
restoration. The distinction he makes involves whether we should restore for the age value ofa
work (its value as an historical artefact) or the artistic value of a work (its value as an artworÐ.
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identity of this type ofhistorical artefact, the second part ofthe criterion alone may be

enough for artwork identity. For artworks, as long as it looks like the original, it is the

original. This has the added benefit of including the conceptual works that I previously

ruled out of the scope of the criterion. The reason I included the necessity oforiginal

materials in the criterion was my failure to distinguish these two objects: the artwork and

the historical artefact. Interestingly, this objection is not suggesting that artworks do not

need physical materials, butjust that they do not need their original physicai materials. If

the objection were making the first claìm, then it would not be an objection against the

AIC. It would be against the initial assumption about the physicality of some works of ar1

with which I began the project, something I admitted I had not argued for, but was merely

going to assume.

I have two reasons for rejecting this objection. First, removing the necessity of

original materials fiom the identity criterion for artworks means that any object that looks

the same as the original arhvork is the original arF¡¡o¡k. This is so, regardless of how many

objects look the same as the original. Perfect copies (or perfect enough copies, depending

on what exactly the criterion is) will all be original artworks. Not everyone finds this

consequence objectionable (e.g., Currie, 1990). However, the position should not be taken

as a default position, neither intuitively nor philosophically. Independent reasons for

holding it need to be offered.

Second, including the necessity of oúginal materials in the criterion guarantees that

the work maintaìns certain important properties. Sometimes an object's process of creation

is relevant to the object and the properties it has. My sweater has the properly ofbeing
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hand-made because it was created via a cefiain process. The process ofcreation of

artworks is relevant to the artwork. An arlwork has the properties ofbeing skillful, original

(i.e., creatively unique, fiesh, or inventive), or Cezanne-influenced because it was created

via a certain process. A sweater that looks exactly lìke mine (flaws and all), but which was

made by a machine, does not have the property ofbeing hand-made. This is true even if its

design is derived ftom my hand-made sweater. The same goes for artworks. Objects that

look exactly like the original work, but which had a dìfferent process ofcreation, will not

have all the same properties. Certainly different processes can yield the same properties.

The process of Gauguin painting and the process of Matisse painting may both yield

arhvorks that are skillful. However, one may involve the skillful use ofcolour and the

other the skillful use of shape. Futhermore, properties like skillful, original, and Ceza¡ne-

influenced are time-relative. A painting using pointillism in 1879 would be original. A

painting using pointillism in 2003 would not be original (at least not for that reason). So

actually it is both the process and when the process occurred that convey the properties to

the object.28

We interact with artworks as though they have these properties. So much of what

goes on in museums and art history lectures would be misleading if this were not so. When

we talk about a wo¡k's value, we often talk about its originality or skilfulness. When we

are trying to understa¡d artworks, we evaiuate the influences on, or limitations of, the

artist. Museum guides and art history professors do not say things like: "Look at how the

28 For a deeper analysis ofthe importance ofseeing artwork as products ofa certain
process, see Mark Sagoffs (1978) On Restorlng and Reproducing Arf.
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artwork achieves abalance ofcolour, and see how the historical artefact reflects early

Cezanne cubist tendencies." We do not talk this way, not because talking like thìs is

cumbersome but, because we actually think both sorts ofproperties belong to the arfwork.

Wren assessing and evaluating an artwork (as an artwork, not as an historical artefact), we

take into account both how the work looks and the process by which it was created.

Ifproperties like skilfulness, originality or being Cezanne-influenced are propefties

of artworks (not merely historical artefacts), as I suggest they are, and if havìng certain

important aesthetic properties is tied to the process ofcreation, then only objects with that

process ofcreatìon will have those properties. Being constituted ofthe materials present

during the creation process is how we tie the object to that process. There are many 'ifs in

my reasoning for the importance of original materials to artwork identity. Thus, there are

many places for disagreement. I do not pretend to have argued decisively against this

important objection. However, I think that the di¡ection I have taken is the only potentially

successful avenue for showìng the necessity of original materials to arrlvorks.

Conclusion

The AIC has a number of problems; some are problems with the criterion itself,

and some are problems with its usability. Problems of the fi¡st so¡t include the following.

The AIC cannot handle physical artworks that are mainly conceptual. There may even be

other classes ofphysical artworks that do not conform to the requirements laid out by the

AIC. The AIC requires that there be such a thing as the original artwo¡k. This means we

must make sense of the idea ofan exact point at which an object becomes an artwork.
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Mo¡e devastating is the suggestion that the first component ofthe criterion is actually

unnecessary for artwork identity. Additionally, the AIC rests on the assumption I made

from the starl; namely, that at least some artworks are physical objects. problems ofthe

second sort include the following. To use the AIC we have to be able to determine the

representational content of a work. We cannot merely determine a possible

representational content ofthe wo¡k but we must determine l/re representational content of

the work. To be used accurately it also requires that we know what the original artwork

looked like and ofwhat it consisted. This is something that is easy to starl documenting

now, but for older works it is nearly impossibie to determine. The AIC also requires that,

whe¡ever the vagueness may lie (in language or metaphysics), we can figure out quantities,

at least approximately, for 'substantial amount', 'most' and 'almost exactly the same,.

Ifthe goal ofthis thesis were to provide the most philosophically sound and usable

identity criterion for artworks, then clearly I would have failed. However, I believe this

thesis offers something different. It offers a start. Virtually no work has been done on

determining the identity criteria (or persistence conditions) for arF¡¡orks. The Arc may not

be the best identity criterion for artworks; but it is the first, and as such it will hopefully be

a stepping stone for future wo¡k in the area. The problems that I have add¡essed as I

revised the criterion provide an outline of the issues that any identity criterion for artworks

needs to address.
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